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Trajectories as Topics: Multi-Object
Tracking by Topic Discovery

Wenhan Luo , Björn Stenger, Xiaowei Zhao, and Tae-Kyun Kim

Abstract— This paper proposes a new approach to multi-object
tracking by semantic topic discovery. We dynamically cluster
frame-by-frame detections and treat objects as topics, allowing
the application of the Dirichlet process mixture model. The
tracking problem is cast as a topic-discovery task, where the
video sequence is treated analogously to a document. It addresses
tracking issues such as object exclusivity constraints as well as
tracking management without the need for heuristic thresholds.
Variation of object appearance is modeled as the dynamics
of word co-occurrence and handled by updating the cluster
parameters across the sequence in the dynamical clustering
procedure. We develop two kinds of visual representation based
on super-pixel and deformable part model and integrate them
into the model of automatic topic discovery for tracking rigid and
non-rigid objects, respectively. In experiments on public data sets,
we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

Index Terms— Multi-object tracking, topic model, DPMM,
Gibbs sampling.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTIPLE object tracking is a mid-level computer
vision task, which is used in applications such as

action recognition, scene understanding and automatic video
summarization. The task is to link a number of detection
hypotheses into trajectories corresponding to different objects
in a video. There has been significant progress in multi-
object tracking [1]–[7]. However, issues like tracking man-
agement, appearance variation and occlusions remain chal-
lenging. Traditionally, the multi-object tracking task is cast
as a data association problem in which detection hypotheses
are associated into trajectories. Standard methods, such as the
Hungarian algorithm, can be readily applied. However sev-
eral practical considerations remain: Temporal gaps between
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Fig. 1. Graphical model of the standard Dirichlet Process Mixture Model
(DPMM) (a) and our topic model (b). G0 is a base distribution, α is a
concentration parameter, G is itself a distribution drawn from the Dirichlet
process, θ is drawn from G to parameterize a mixture and X is observation.
In our model the document is temporally divided into epochs to model
the temporal dynamics. CNL and ML denote cannot-link and must-link
constraints.

observations may lead to disconnected trajectories of the same
object [1], [4]. Determining the maximum allowable gap is dif-
ficult: low values will cause more fragmentation while higher
values lead to more incorrect associations (ID switches).
Handling track initialization and termination (also known as
tracking management) is often based on heuristics. An existing
trajectory may be terminated in the case of a single miss-
ing detection, resulting in fragmentation in some sequential
approaches [6], [8]. Some approaches retain a “buffer” [9] for
tracking initialization, so a trajectory is not counted until its
length exceeds a pre-defined threshold. Appearance variation
of objects may lead to fragmentation or ID switches as a result
of inappropriate similarity measures. Physical constraints are
rarely modeled explicitly, the work in [5] being one exception.

In this paper we propose an alternative approach to temporal
data association by clustering detection instances, where each
cluster corresponds to a unique object. An object is represented
as a set of visual words, and we assume that this representation
leads to similar patterns for the same object, while discrimi-
nating between different objects. An object thus corresponds
to a semantic topic within a video sequence and the object is
tracked as a new topic that evolves over time and eventually
disappears.

We employ a Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM)
to dynamically cluster detection responses into sets of objects
(see Fig. 1 for the graphical model of our approach). The merit
of applying a DPMM is that the number of semantic topics
is learned automatically. Furthermore, it is naturally feasible
to model dynamics in the clustering procedure for semantic
topic discovery based on DPMM [10].
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Specifically, we treat a detection hypothesis as a set of
visual words. The uniqueness of word co-occurrence results
in individual clusters, corresponding to individual objects by
the application of DPMM. In a standard DPMM, when we
consider the assignment of a given instance, the prior of
which cluster the instance should belong to only depends
on the number of existing instances in the cluster. However,
in our problem, we also take the temporal distances between
clusters and a given instance into consideration. Therefore,
instead of treating the whole video as a single document,
we divide it into sequential epochs to model the dynamics of
prior knowledge. On the other hand, adopting the temporal
phenomena, the appearance variations of objects are dealt
with by updating cluster parameters in different epochs in the
clustering procedure.

In terms of the exclusivity constraints, which are (a) one
detection could be assigned to no more than one trajectory
and (b) no more than one detection could be assigned to an
individual object/trajectory. By adopting clustering, the first
exclusivity constraint is handled naturally by the assignment
of each detection to only one cluster. To deal with the second
constraint, we introduce the so called cannot-link constraints,
which prohibits two detections in the same frame being
assigned to one trajectory.

This paper extends our conference paper [11] in several
ways. Firstly, by taking the scheme of dynamic clustering
as a basic framework, we additionally tackle the problem
of multiple pedestrian tracking. Based on the Deformable
Part Model (DPM), we develop a representation model
which not only considers the holistic but also the part-wise
visual information. The combination of this model with
DPMM handles the nonrigidness well. Secondly, we conduct
experiments on public pedestrian datasets and compare
with two state-of-the-art methods that also use the DPM
in the visual representation. The comparison validates the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.

To summarize, the contributions of automatic topic discov-
ery for multi-object tracking are (1) multi-object tracking is
cast as dynamic and sequential clustering by the application of
DPMM without heuristics like “buffer” or maximum allowable
temporal gap. Tracking management is handled automatically
in the clustering procedure, (2) appearance variation of objects
is modeled by the dynamics of cluster parameters, (3) exclusiv-
ity constraints are handled naturally due to the cluster assign-
ments and the introduction of the cannot-link constraints to
the model and (4) we provide a dynamic clustering algorithm
as a tracking solution which could serve as a basic framework
to integrate various kinds of appearance or motion models for
improved tracking performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II discusses related work. Section III briefly introduces
the DPMM. Section IV proposes our dynamic clustering
model for multiple object tracking, specifically for both rigid
objects and non-rigid objects. Section V describes the infer-
ence of the proposed model. In Section VI we report exper-
iment results corresponding to the two problems mentioned
in Section IV. Section VII concludes the paper with some
discussion.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work is related to both topic model and multiple object
tracking. In the following, we discuss previous work about
both aspects.

A. Topic Model

Topic model has been a long history in natural language
processing, pattern recognition and computer vision. It can at
least be dated back to Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [12]
or Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), which is applied in text
analysis. This method is based on the principle that terms
(or words) used in the same context are probably related
to an identical topic. Based on LSA, probabilistic Latent
Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [13] is proposed. pLSA models
the co-occurrence of words and documents as a mixture of
conditionally independent multinomial distributions. Further,
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [14] is developed for the
task of text analysis. It is a generative model based on the bag-
of-word assumption. Each document is assumed to be a combi-
nation of multiple topics, and each word is generated by one
of the topics the document includes. Compared with pLSA,
the distribution of topics in LDA has a Dirichlet prior. Dirichlet
Process [15] is a distribution over distributions, i.e., each
draw from Dirichlet process is a distribution. It is particularly
employed by Dirichlet Process Mixture Model, which is also
called the infinite mixture model. Dirichlet process is the basis
of the hierarchical Dirichlet process [16], within which the
distribution of child is itself a Dirichlet process.

Topic models typically employ the concepts of words, topics
and documents. Specifically, by treating a document as a bag
of exchangeable words, documents are modeled as distribu-
tions over topics and topics are modeled as distributions over
words. Thus topic models are naturally employed to deal with
tasks of text analysis and natural language processing. On the
other hand, they have been adopted to computer vision tasks
in recent years due to the merits of these methods for discov-
ering thematic structure. For example, a latent topic model is
developed for object segmentation and classification [17]. This
so-called Spatial LTM enforces the spatial coherency of the
model and can simultaneously segment and classify objects.
Similarly, spatial information is also integrated into a LDA
model for image segmentation by Wang and Grimson [18].
Topic models have been applied to numerous other tasks, such
as region classification [19], trajectory analysis [20], image
annotation [21], and image scene categorization [22].

B. Multiple Object Tracking

Different from classical visual tracking [23], [24], the task
of multiple object tracking is to obtain the object-wise trajec-
tories of objects in a given video (image sequence). In general,
we discuss the work of multiple object tracking according to
the following two kinds of problem settings. The first one
is that the number of objects to be tracked is fixed and the
initial states (location, size, etc) of these objects are manually
given by human. This kind of setting is popular in the early
work of multi-object tracking, such as [25] and [26]. Recently,
due to the advances of object detection, the second setting,
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i.e. the number of objects tracked is varying and initialization
is provided by object detection, becomes more and more
popular. Most of the work focuses on tracking pedestrians,
since there are off-line trained human detectors [27]–[30]
which are ready to be employed.

Roughly, the first kind of multi-object tracking is usu-
ally handled in an online/sequential fashion. Approaches of
this kind typically attain the observations up to the current
frame. Based on the up-to-time observation, appearance [9],
motion [31] and interaction models [2], [32], [33] are designed
to discover appropriate candidates to extend the existing
trajectories.

Solutions to the second kind of multi-object tracking
generally deal with the observations in an offline/batch way.
They attain the observations through the whole sequence,
and usually tackle the tracking problem as a data association
problem, associating observations into trajectories. The ideal
association is obtained by minimizing a cost function, which
is constructed based on pairwise observation similarities.
Popular approaches include (but not limited to) Hungarian
algorithms [3], [34]–[38], K-shortest path [39], [40], min-cost
network flow [1], [41]–[46], subgraph multicut [47], [48],
maximum multi-clique [49], Conditional Random
Field [5], [50] and Maximum Weight Independent Set [51].
Please refer to [52] for a more extensive review.

There are some works which cannot be categorized into the
above two kinds. For example, some methods handle detection
and tracking at the same time, such as [9]. There are also some
approaches performing segmentation and clustering [53], [54]
and conducting tracking based on the results.

Dirichlet Process Mixture Model has been applied in multi-
object tracking [55]–[58], while they are different from our
method in various aspects. For example, aside from the
techniques differences, [56], [57] are free of detectors. They
are based on difference images computed across adjacent
frames or GMM modeling of background, which limits their
application in the scenery of fixed camera. The work in [55]
adopts Dirichlet Processes for tracking maneuvering targets,
while it does not need to consider appearance modeling, which
is an important difference. We employ different appearance
models based on superpixel and deformable part model, while
the appearance model in [58] is simply based on color
histogram.

In terms of clustering, Hu et al. [59] propose to employ
Dirichlet Process Mixture Model for trajectory clustering.
There are obvious differences between their work and ours.
In our work, the instance to be clustered is trackerlet, which
is not independent considering the temporal relation. The
instance to be clustered in [59] is complete trajectory. Our task
is to link/cluster tracklets belonging to one identical target as
one complete trajectory. While their work focuses on mining
the common patterns existing among multiple trajectories for
applications such as retrieval.

Our work is also closely related to data association.
PMHT (probabilistic multiple hypothesis tracking) [60], [61]
and JPDA (Joint Probabilistic data association) [62] are clas-
sical methods for data association. PMHT is a method based
on Bayesian framework. It proposes multiple hypothesizes

over all possible data associations and employ the up-to-
time observation to resolve ambiguities in the current time
step. JPDA seeks an optimal assignment between target and
observation while maintaining contributions of all potential
hypotheses from all tracks. On the contrary, our work of
dynamic clustering provides an alternative to these classical
methods and shows effectiveness.

III. DPMM

The Dirichlet Process Mixture Model (DPMM) [63] is a
non-parametric model which assumes the data is governed
by an infinite number of mixtures while only a fraction of
these mixtures are activated by the data. Fig. 1(a) shows the
graphical model of a DPMM. Assuming that the k-th mixture
is parameterized by θk , each sample xi is generated as follows:

G|α, G0 ∼ DP (α, G0),

θk |G ∼ G,

xi |θzi ∼ F
(
θzi

)
, (1)

where DP (•) is a Dirichlet process, G0 is a base distribution,
α is a concentration parameter, θk is drawn from G, which
itself is a distribution drawn from the Dirichlet process. F

(
θzi

)

denotes the distribution of observation xi given θzi , where zi

is the mixture indicator of xi . When this model is applied
to clustering, zi is the cluster index. Note that the number
of mixtures in the model is determined by the data, i.e. the
number of clusters is learned automatically, in contrast to
parametric models such as K-means.

The Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) illustrates the
DPMM intuitively: Assuming an infinite number of tables
(clusters), a new customer (observation) chooses an empty
table with probability depending on α or joins an occupied
table with a probability proportional to the number of people
seated at that table. Formally,

θi |θ−i , G0, α ∼
∑

k

nk

i − 1 + α
δ (φk − θi ) + α

i − 1 + α
G0,

(2)

where φk is the parameter of cluster k, θ−i is the set of
associated parameters of x−i , i.e. observations except xi , nk

is the number of customers already at table k and δ (·) is the
Dirac delta function centered at 0. φ1:k is the discrete set of
values of {θi}. It can also be written as θi = φk with probability

nk
i−1+α , and θi = φnew, φnew ∼ G0 with probability α

i−1+α .

IV. AUTOMATIC TOPIC DISCOVERY

In this section we develop a topic model to address the
multi-object tracking problem. For different types of objects,
i.e. rigid objects or non-rigid objects, we adopt different
kinds of representation as visual words. We treat videos as
documents and trajectories/objects as topics discovered in
the video. We cluster coherent detection hypotheses (word
co-occurrences) into trajectories (topics). As the number of
objects/trajectories is not known in advance, it is learned
from the data using a Dirichlet Process Mixture Model
(DPMM). Fig. 2 illustrates the schematic of the proposed
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the proposed method. Tracklets are shown in different colors. Potential assignments are shown by dashed arrows. Temporally
overlapping tracklets cannot be clustered together due to the cannot-link constraint (solid red arrows). The black tracklet and the blue tracklet temporally
cross continuous epochs, and the segments of them are connected by the must-link constraint (solid green arrow). Note that, the purple and the orange
tracklets in Epoch 1 could be directly connected to the yellow tracklet and the dark red tracklet in Epoch 2. In the last epoch, there is only one tracklet.
Considering the temporal damping effect, the prior that this tracklet is linked to tracklets in previous epochs is limited if there is no intermediate tracklet
bridging them. We dismiss some possible assignment arrows (for example the purple and the yellow tracklets could be possibly associated without linking
the blue one) for the clarity of the figure (best viewed in color).

approach. Given a video, detection hypotheses are obtained by
applying a ready-to-use object detector. Then these detection
hypotheses are linked via KLT as low-level but reliable track-
lets. These tracklets are the input of the dynamic clustering
procedure, which groups tracklets belonging to an identical
object into a cluster. In this stage, the exclusivity (cannot-link
and must-link constraints) and the temporal damping effect are
taken into account.

To adopt the DPMM, we make the following analogies,
which are described in Table I. The left column lists some
concepts in the multi-object tracking problem, and the right
column represents the corresponding entities in our approach
of automatic topic discovery. Classical text-analysis applica-
tions of the DPMM assume that the document consists of a
bag of exchangeable words, i.e. without specific order and
without any dynamic modeling. In our problem, words are
not assumed to be exchangeable as we consider a set of visual
words in a detection hypothesis jointly as an observation and
the representation of visual words in this paper additionally
encodes the spatial information. As appearance of object varies
(temporal dynamics of word-occurrence), the distribution of
visual words in an object (topic) is dynamic across the video.
In light of this, the video is divided temporally into epochs
and each epoch is modeled by a DPMM with associated
hyper-parameters. During the clustering procedure, the states
of clusters are updated across epochs.

Further, as objects appear and disappear, corresponding to
the birth and death of topics, the distributions of topics also
vary across different epochs. We also observe that between

TABLE I

THIS TABLE LISTS THE CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN THE
TOPIC MODEL AND THE -OBJECT TRACKING PROBLEM

two adjacent epochs, the distribution of words in a topic
and the distributions of topics in a document are closely
related to each other due to temporal continuity. Thus the
relation between continuous DPMMs is modeled as a first-
order Markov process. Fig. 1(b) shows the graphical model
of the proposed approach. Each epoch (except the first one) is
closely related to its previous epoch. Additionally, we take the
spatio-temporal exclusivity, i.e. the cannot-link and the must-
link constraints, into consideration.

A. DPMM-SP

In this section, we describe the superpixel-based visual
representation and the likelihood computation in the tracking
problem of multiple objects.

1) Visual Representation: Fig. 3 shows the visual represen-
tation. We adopt superpixels, pixel groups of similar color
and location [64], for representing visual appearance. In our
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Fig. 3. Visual representation based on superpixels. A detection bounding
box (a) which is segmented into a set of superpixels shown in (b). The
rightmost side (c) shows an exemplar tracklet.

implementation, a detection bounding box is segmented into
approximately 200 SLIC superpixels [64], each described as a
5-dimensional vector (r, g, b, x, y), where (r, g, b) and (x, y)
are the mean color and position, respectively. We cluster all
superpixels from all frames in a video by K-means (K is
the number of clusters) and define a dictionary according
to the cluster prototypes. Each bounding box is quantized
using this dictionary and represented as a histogram. Similar
to part-based models [27] this object representation exhibits
some robustness to partial occlusion since some superpixels
representing the object will remain visible.

Usually the detection responses are linked into low-
level reliable tracklets [65] in a pre-processing step. Here
we employ KLT tracking to obtain N low-level track-
lets, x1:N . Each tracklet is represented as a tuple xi =〈
Ahead

i , Atail
i , T head

i , T tail
i , Ãi , Ṽi

〉
, where Ahead

i and Atail
i are

the appearance representations (histograms) of the head and
tail element within tracklet xi , Ãi and Ṽi are the average
appearance (center) and the covariance of histograms of the
complete tracklet, T head

i and T tail
i are the time indexes of the

head and tail element in xi .
2) Likelihood: Based on the object representation, let the

parameters of cluster k at epoch t be φt,k , including the
center Ãt,k and covariance matrix Ṽt,k , are computed from
the super-pixel representation of all the detection within the
concerned cluster up to the current epoch. Given xt,i , the likeli-
hood of an observation with the concerned cluster is estimated
as

f
(
xt,i |φt,k, xt,k,·

)

∝ s
(

Ahead
t,i , Atail

t,k,m

)
s
(

Atail
t,i , Ahead

t,k,n

)
p
(

Ãt,i; φt,k
)
, (3)

where xt,k,· is the set of observations associated with φt,k ,
Atail

t,k,m and Ahead
t,k,n are the feature vector of tail tracklet xt,k,m

and head tracklet xt,k,n which are closest to xhead
t,i and xtail

t,i
respectively regarding temporal distance.

s (·, ·) is the similarity between two histograms. It has the
following form:

s (A1, A2) = exp (−Bhatt (A1, A2)). (4)

p( Ãt,i; φt,k) is the likelihood of Ãt,i given φt,k . It is
computed with regard to the distance between two Gaussian
distributions, one corresponding to the cluster and the other
one corresponding to the concerned tracklet. To be concrete,

it is reversely proportional to the distance D between the
cluster and tracklet, as

p
(

Ãt,i; φt,k
) ∝ exp

(−D
(

Ãt,i , Ṽt,i , Ãt,k, Ṽt,k
))

, (5)

where D
(

Ãt,i , Ṽt,i , Ãt,k, Ṽt,k
)

of with the following form

D
(

Ãt,i , Ṽt,i , Ãt,k, Ṽt,k
)

= (
Ãt,i − Ãt,k

)T
(

Ṽt,i + Ṽt,k

2

)−1 (
Ãt,i − Ãt,k

)
. (6)

Note that in Eq. (3) the first two terms compute the local
affinity and the last term computes the global affinity in terms
of temporal span.

B. (DPM)2

In this section, we combine DPMM with the Deformable
Part Model (DPM) [27] to deal with the problem of tracking
multiple pedestrians. Compared with tracking multiple rigid
objects in Section IV-A, the visual representation and the
likelihood are different, which are illustrated as follows.

1) Visual Representation: Due to the non-rigid property
of pedestrians, rather than the super-pixel representation,
we adopt the Deformable Part Model (DPM) [27] to represent
objects. The DPM has been successful in object detection, but
has not often been applied to object tracking, [9], [66] being
exceptions. The DPM represents an object with a root filter and
a set of part filters. The score accounts for the part appearances
along with the deformation of part locations with respect to
the root. We see that the position, size, and appearance of parts
of pedestrians exhibit unique patterns from person to person.
On the other hand, the co-occurrence of these parts is similar
if they belong to the same person. Therefore, we treat parts as
words in the document, and the tracking problem as a topic
discovery task where pedestrians are treated analogously to
topics.

To be specific, we represent an object based on the holistic
bounding box along with a set of parts (the number of parts
is 8), which are the outputs of a DPM detector. We extract
HOG and color features from the holistic bounding box and
the associated parts as the appearance information for this
detection hypothesis. Additionally, we exploit the configu-
ration of the set of parts within the holistic bounding box.
Generally, the head part is visible almost all the time, even
in case of (partial) occlusion. By taking the head part as
an anchor, the offset of the other parts could be calculated.
We stack the spatial offset as feature, termed as deformable
feature. The appearance feature and the deformable feature
constitute the visual representation. Similar to the case of
tracking rigid objects, we employ KLT to link detections into
low-level tracklets, and represent the head and the tail of
the tracklet separately. Each tracklet is represent as a tuple
as xi = 〈

Ahead
i , Atail

i , D̃i , Ṽi , T head
i , T tail

i

〉
, where Ahead

i and
Atail

i are the appearance features of the head and the tail,
D̃i and Ṽi are the mean and the covariance of the deformable
configuration of the tracklet, T head

i and T tail
i are the frame

indexes of the starting frame and the ending frame of the
tracklet.
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Fig. 4. Visual representation based on DPM. (a) Detection samples
of continuous frames from the TUD-Stadtmitte data set. Note the part
configuration of the same person and different persons. (b) and (c) show the
visualization results of the part configuration of the same person at different
times, while (d) shows the visualization result of a different person. Based on
the likelihood represented in the following, similarity value between (b) and
(c) is larger than that between (c) and (d).

2) Likelihood: Concerning the representation of pedestrian
in our problem, parameters associated to cluster k are the
center D̃k

t and covariance Ṽ k
t of the deformable feature, which

are computed from all the deformable configurations within
the cluster up to the current epoch. Given a tracklet xt,i ,
the likelihood of the tracklet belonging to the concerned cluster
is

f
(
xt,i |φt,k, xt,k,·

)

∝ s
(

Ahead
t,i , Atail

t,k,m

)
s
(

Atail
t,i , Ahead

t,k,n

)
p

(
D̃t,i , Ṽt,i ; φt,k

)
,

(7)

where xt,k,· is the set of observations associated with φt,k ,
Atail

t,k,m and Ahead
t,k,n are visual representation of the tail tracklet

xt,k,m and head tracklet xt,k,n which are closest to xhead
t,i and

xtail
t,i respectively regarding temporal distance.
s (•, •) is the appearance similarity between the head of

one tracklet and the tail of another tracklet by considering
both the holistic bounding box and the parts. To be specific,
it is computed as:

s (A1, A2) = l
(

hB
1 , hB

2

)
+ 1

8

8∑

j=1

l
(

hP
1, j , hP

2, j

)
, (8)

where the first term corresponds to appearance of the holistic
bounding box, and the second term accounts for the appear-
ance information of the set of parts, h is the feature vector.
B and P abbreviate “box” and “part” respectively. l (•, •)
is a similarity measurement between two feature histograms.
We adopt the similar formula in Eq. (4) as the measurement.

p
(
D̃t,i , Ṽt,i ; φt,k

)
is the likelihood of xt,i given cluster

parameter φt,k considering the deformable configuration of
parts. It is formulated as

p
(
D̃t,i , Ṽt,i ; φt,k

) ∝ exp
(−d

(
D̃t,i , Ṽt,i , D̃t,k, Ṽt,k

))
, (9)

where d
(
D̃t,i , Ṽt,i , D̃t,k, Ṽt,k

)
is the distance between the

cluster and the concerned tracklet considering the deformable

configuration, as the following

d
(
D̃t,i , Ṽt,i , D̃t,k, Ṽt,k

) = 1

7

7∑

j=1

(
D̃t,i, j − D̃t,k, j

)T

×
(

Ṽt,i, j + Ṽt,k, j

2

)−1
(
D̃t,i, j − D̃t,k, j

)
(10)

Here we compute the deformable configuration in a part-
wise fashion. Note that the number of parts we are considering
is 7, rather than 8 in Eq. (8). This is because we adopt the
head part as the anchor, which is not taken into account.
It is also worthy to note that in Eq. (7) the first two terms
locally account for the appearance information and the third
term globally considers the deformable information in terms
of temporal span.

C. Cannot Links & Must Links

The first temporal exclusion constraint, that one detection
can be assigned to no more than one trajectory, is modeled by
the exclusive property of cluster membership of each object
detection. The second one, i.e. one trajectory cannot occupy
more than one detection within the same frame, is modeled by
the cannot-link constraint. If two tracklets in the same epoch
overlap temporally, they cannot have the same cluster label,
i.e. they cannot be linked to be part of an identical object.
We represent the set of cannot-link constraints in epoch t as

CNLt = {(
xt,i , xt, j

) |zt,i �= zt, j
}
, (11)

where zt,i and zt, j are cluster membership indicators of track-
lets xt,i and xt, j which overlap in epoch t . The partitioning
of the video into epochs may split tracklets into segments.
We use must-link constraints to connect these tracklets from
adjacent epochs. This kind of constraints for epoch t is given
by

MLt = {(
xt,i , xt−1, j

) |zt,i = zt−1, j
}
. (12)

Fig. 2 shows some examples of the cannot links and the must
links. Note that there are no must-link constraints for the first
epoch.

D. Temporal Damping

Temporal effects need to be included during the process
of clustering observations. Let us illustrate this by the Chi-
nese Restaurant Process (CRP) representation. In CRP, prior
knowledge depends only on the existing number of customers
belonging to the table. However, in our multi-object tracking
problem, this is not sufficient. When we calculate the cluster
to which a tracklet belongs, we additionally need to take
the temporal gap between this tracklet and existing clusters
into account. For example, considering a cluster which is
temporally distant from the given tracklet, the probability that
the tracklet is assigned to this cluster is low, even if there
are already many tracklets assigned to this cluster. In other
words, the assignment prior probability should decay with the
temporal gap between a cluster and the tracklet. Considering
a tracklet at epoch t , suppose some clusters already exist,
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the number of members belonging to cluster k at epoch τ
is damped by a weight, similar to [67], as:

nk,τ =
∑

j

δ
(
zτ, j − k

)
exp (−η (t − τ )), τ < t, (13)

where z is the cluster membership indicator and η is a damping
factor.

V. INFERENCE

Assuming there are N tracklets as x1:N and T epochs, let us
denote the observations in epoch t as x1:Nt , the corresponding
estimations as θ1:Nt . We consider the first-order relation in our
model, i.e. the first epoch is a normal DPMM and subsequent
DPMMs are closely related to the previous DPMM. The
posterior probability is written as

P (θ1:N |x1:N , α, G0, CNL, ML)

= P
(
θ1:N1 |x1:N1 , α, G0, CNL1

)

×
T∏

t=2

P
(
θ1:Nt |x1:Nt , θ1:Nt−1 , α, G0, CNLt , MLt

)

∝ P
(
θ1:N1 |x1:N1 , α, G0, CNL1

)

×
T∏

t=2

f
(
x1:Nt |θ1:Nt

)
P

(
θ1:Nt |θ1:Nt−1 , α, G0, CNLt , MLt

)
,

(14)

where f (·) is the likelihood function, P(θ1:Nt |θ1:Nt−1 , α,
G0, CNLt , MLt ) encodes the evolution over time.

Computing the posterior is intractable, thus we use Gibbs
sampling for inference [10], introducing the latent cluster
indicator variable of xt,i as zt,i . For each epoch, the input
are the tracklets in this epoch and existing clusters up to this
epoch; the output are the clusters after being assigned tracklets
in the current epoch. The state of the sampler contains both
the cluster indicators zt,· of all observations and the states φt,·
of all clusters. We iterate between two steps: (1) given the
current states of clusters, sample cluster indicators for all the
observations, (2) given all cluster indicators of observations,
update the states of clusters.

(1) Enforcing must-link and cannot-link constraints, cluster
indicators are sampled as follows:

(a) if xt,i is a member of the must-link set, i.e. MLt ,
the cluster indicator of xt,i should be identical to that of
its must-link counterpart xt−1, j ;
(b) else the cluster indicator of xt,i is sampled accor-
ding to the conditional posterior as P(zt,i |z1:t−1,
zt,−i , xt,i , xt,k,·, φt,1:k, α, G0). This is analogous to stan-
dard DPMM sampling, thus this probability can be written
as:

P
(
zt,i = k| · · · )

∝ nk,1:t−1 + nk,t,−i

N1:t−1 + Nt + α − 1
f
(
xt,i |φk,t , xt,k,·

)
, (15)

where nk,1:t−1 = ∑t−1
τ=1 nk,τ is the number of

past observations with cluster indicator k, nk,t,−i =∑
j∈−i δ

(
zt, j − k

)
, N1:t−1 = ∑

k∈K nk,1:t−1, K is the set
of indicators of existing clusters.

We also allow the emergence of a new cluster with
probability

P
(
zt,i = new cluster | · · · )

∝ α

N1:t−1 + Nt + α − 1

∫

θ
f
(
xt,i |θ

)
dG0(θ). (16)

(c) due to the cannot-link set, if xt,i belongs to CNLt , then
zt,i must be different from all its cannot-link counterparts.
Thus zt,i should be sampled from the indicators of all
existing clusters excluding those of all xt,i ’s cannot-link
counterparts. According to this, when we compute the
probability, we replace φt,1:k with φt,1:k \φt,−i , where φt,−i

is the set of clusters which xt,i ’s cannot-link counterparts
belongs to, and \means the set difference operation.

(2) We update cluster parameters given cluster
indicators by estimating P(φt,k |zt,·, xt,·, φt−1,k). Since a
cluster is conditionally independent from other clusters given
the cluster indicators, this probability can be written as
P(φt,k |xt,k,·, φt−1,k) ∝ G0(φt,k) f (xt,k,·|φt,k)P(φt,k |φt−1,k),
where xt,k,· is the set of observations associated with φt,k and
f (xt,k,·|φt,k) is the likelihood. P(φt,k |φt−1,k) encodes the
cluster parameter dynamics, which is reversely proportional
to the distance between the two Gaussian distributions
corresponding to φt,k and φt−1,k. To be more specific, it is
with the following form:

φt,k|φt−1,k ∼ N (
φt−1,k, γ I

)
. (17)

Next we sample to update the parameters of the cluster.
These two steps are carried out iteratively in each epoch,

resulting in observations with the same cluster indicator being
linked into one trajectory, which corresponds to one object.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, experiment settings, metrics, and results of
DPMM applications based on the described two kinds of visual
representation are reported.

A. Settings

We divide videos into epochs. There is an extreme case with
regard to the division. One can treat the whole video sequence
as one epoch, i.e., without temporal dynamics in the cluster-
ing. To set the epoch size appropriately, we investigate the
performance of different sizes. Empirically we found that the
division of sequence into epochs does improve performance
compared with the case without division, while it is not a key
factor in the performance. Thus we empirically set the epoch
size to be 50 − 200 frames, depending on the length of the
video. We set the dictionary dimension to 50, η to 0.2 and γ
in Eq. (17) to 0.01 in all experiments. In the inference stage,
for each epoch we run Gibbs sampling for 500 iterations and
report results after the last iteration.

B. Metrics

To evaluate tracking performance we employ the metrics
proposed in [68] and [69]. These metrics include mostly
tracked (MT) ground-truth trajectories, mostly lost (ML)
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TABLE II

Multi-Object Tracking Results. THE PROPOSED METHOD IS COMPARED WITH GMOT [8] AND BLP [6], IN TERMS OF MT, ML, FM AND IDS VALUES.
RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD ARE IN THE SHADED COLUMNS. THE ARROWS NEXT TO THE METRICS INDICATE

THE DIRECTION OF BETTER PERFORMANCE, e.g. ↑ MEANS LARGER VALUES ARE BETTER

ground-truth trajectories, fragmentation (FM), and ID switches
(IDS). MT is the percentage of the ground-truth trajecto-
ries which are covered temporally for over 80% in time.
ML is the percentage of the ground-truth trajectories which are
recovered for less than 20% in length. The FM metric counts
the number of interruptions of the ground-truth trajectories
and IDS the number of times that the ground-truth trajectories
change their matched ID. The Multiple Object Tracking Accu-
racy (MOTA) metric combines the false positive rate, false
negative rate and mismatch rate into a single number, giving a
fairly reasonable quantity for the overall tracking performance.
Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) describes how
precisely the objects are tracked measured by bounding box
overlap. Multiple Object Detection Accuracy (MODA), which
considers the relative number of false positives and miss
detections. The Multiple Object Detection Precision (MODP)
metric measures the quality of alignment between predicted
detections and the ground truth.

C. MOT by DPMM-SP

1) Data Sets: We apply our algorithm to two problems,
(1) generic multi-object tracking [6], [8], [70], where multiple
objects of any type are detected and tracked and (2) multi-
pedestrian tracking, requiring the output of an off-line trained
pedestrian detector as input. For the first problem, we employ
public six data sets from [6] named Zebra, Crab, Goose,
Hockey, Sailing and Antelope. For the second problem, we use
the public ETHMS and TUD-Stadtmitte data sets.

2) Results: In this section, we represent the results of
tracking multiple objects based on the super-pixel visual
representation. The experiments are conducted in three parts.
In the first part we compare our approach to existing sequen-
tial approaches [6], [8] in solving the generic multi-object
tracking problem. The second part compares our algorithm
with several state-of-the-art data association algorithms [3],
[4] using the same detection results and visual representation.
We additionally conduct the experiment of tracking multiple
pedestrians based on the super-pixel visual representation,
which is intended to check the effectiveness of the dynamic
clustering solution. The results are reported in the third part,

and are compared with those of other methods to multi-
pedestrian tracking [1], [2], [5], [7].

Part 1 – Comparison With Generic Multi-Object Track-
ers. In this part, we compare our automatic topic discovery
(ATD) algorithm with two state-of-the-art generic multi-object
trackers, GMOT [8] and BLP [6], respectively. Note that,
GMOT and BLP address both detection and tracking, while
ATD focuses on tracking (data association) only. Thus in
the comparison, we use the same detection results used in
the compared method to directly compare the tracking part
in the compared method with ATD. For example, GMOT
and GMOT-ATD use the same detection results. BLP and
BLP-ATD use the same detection results (while different from
those used in GMOT and GMOT-ATD). We suspect this
kind of comparison could directly show the improvements
from ATD when fixing other parts. The results are shown
in Table II. GMOT-ATD and BLP-ATD are the proposed
algorithms based on the same detection results from the
corresponding counterparts. The results of GMOT and BLP are
quoted from [8] and [6], respectively. Compared with GMOT
our algorithm reduces the quantity of FM and IDS by 32%
and 34%. Compared with BLP, the FM and IDS values are
reduced by 26% and 73%, respectively. This means that the
proposed algorithm tracks objects in the test sequences more
consistently. Note however, that the proposed algorithm is a
batch algorithm while both GMOT and BLP process the data
sequentially. The next set of experiments therefore directly
compares with batch data association methods.

Part 2 – Comparison With Data Association Algorithms.
In this section we compare our method with a number of data
association algorithms, including (1) DA-H: the Hungarian
algorithm [3], (2) DA-DP: dynamic programming in network
flow [4], (3) DA-SSP: successive shortest path in network
flow [4] and (4) BL: a baseline method of our algorithm
without temporal dynamics, i.e. the video sequence is treated
as a single document without division into epochs. This can
be viewed as the application of standard DPMM to our
problem. Note that, the data association methods we compare
with are classical and popular. They are still employed by
more recent work, such as [43] and [45]. For fairness, all
algorithms are given the same detection results from [6].
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Fig. 5. Qualitative results on the (from top to bottom) Zebra, Antelope, Crab, Goose, Sailing and Hockey sequences.

The results of DA-DP and DA-SSP are obtained using the code
from [4].

Results in Table III indicate that (1) generally DA-H tends
to achieve good MT and ML values, meaning it is able to track
objects more completely. On the other hand, the performance
in terms of FM and IDS are worse than ours; (2) DA-DP
and DA-SSP obtain good FM and IDS values, indicating that
they can track objects more robustly and consistently. DA-SSP
achieves slightly better FM and IDS than DA-DP. However,
compared with DA-H, they tend to ignore parts of trajectories,
thus MT and ML values are worse than those of DA-H;
(3) compared with DA-H, BL has similar MT and ML values

while achieving better FM and IDS values, showing the
effectiveness of applying a DPMM; (4) the proposed method
(DPMM-SP) achieves the best performance. Compared with
BL, it further reduces the IDS and FM values.

Some example result images of the six data sets for GMOT
problem are shown in Fig. 5.

Part 3 – Comparison With Pedestrian Trackers.
In this part, we evaluate our method on the multiple pedestrian
tracking problem where the raw detection results are those
in [5]. We compare our results with those in [1], [2], [5],
and [7]. Reference [2] develops a sophisticated dynamic model
based on social forces during association. Reference [1] casts
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TABLE III

Data Association Comparison, IN TERMS OF MT, ML, FM AND IDS VALUES. THE BEST RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN BOLD

TABLE IV

Multi-Pedestrian Tracking Results COMPARED WITH OTHER

STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS IN TERMS OF MT, ML,
FM AND IDS VALUES. THE BEST RESULTS ARE

SHOWN IN BOLD

data association as finding the min-cost in network flow.
Reference [5] adopts a CRF model for data association.

Qualitative results (result images) are shown in Fig. 6.
The ETHMS data set is composed of two sub sets, so the
results are shown separately in two rows. Please note the green
bounding box and the blue one in the top row of Fig. 6. These
two pedestrians involve in occlusion. The proposed method
maintains the identities correctly in the occlusion. However,
the proposed approach also fails in some cases. For example,
in the bottom row of Fig. 6, the red bounding box and white
bounding box correspond to an identical person. The proposed
method fails to link them due to miss detections. This case is
expected to be solved if we could include some sophisticated
motion models.

Quantitative results are shown in Table IV. On the
TUD-Stadtmitte data set, our algorithm achieves better ML
and IDS performance while obtaining worse FM performance.
On the ETHMS data set, the results of the proposed method
are comparable to those of [2] and [1] but worse than those
of [5] and [7], which are all methods tailored to the task of
pedestrian tracking. We suspect the reason is that although
we take the same raw detection hypotheses as input, our
approach does not include sophisticated appearance or motion
models. In contrast, the motion model in [2] takes the effect
of pedestrians in a group into account, which is helpful in
reducing ID switches in the case of occlusion. The method
in [1] includes a model named Explicit Occlusion Model
(EOM) which especially handles occlusion by generating

occlusion hypotheses and integrating them in the network.
Besides considering exclusivity constraints, a motion model
based on angular velocity is taken into consideration in [5].
Reference [7] achieves the best MT and ML performance
as a result of their contextual motion model, which is able
to recover more trajectory components, even in the case of
missed detections, by learning a dictionary of interaction
features among objects. In our method, only the plain but
general super-pixel representation is considered for appearance
modeling. The super-pixel representation could perform well
in representing rigid objects in the first application - generic
multiple object tracking. It is specifically robust to illumination
changes. As the clustering of super-pixels into prototype super-
pixels would alleviate the noise resulted from illumination
changes. While it inevitably suffers from clutters from back-
grounds in representing non-rigid objects such as pedestrians.
On the other hand, our approach can serve as a basic model
to include more sophisticated appearance or motion models.
In the next section, we would demonstrate the results of a
(DPM)2 model, which includes visual representation devel-
oped by specifically considering the non-rigidness of human,
for multiple pedestrian tracking.

Our algorithm, as described in Section V, carries out infer-
ence iteratively, which is time consuming. As a batch method,
the time to process a whole video depends on factors such
as the length of the video, the number of pedestrians in the
video (proportional to the number of tracklets). The run-time
for each frame is approximately two seconds using Matlab
code on a desktop PC (i5 CPU, 8G RAM).

D. MOT by (DPM)2

Results of multiple pedestrian tracking indicate that, per-
formance of pedestrian tracking partly relies on the repre-
sentation model. This motivates us to develop a better visual
representation model (Section IV-B) than the plain super-pixel
representation. In this part, the results of tracking multiple
pedestrians based on the proposed (DPM)2 model are reported.

1) Data Sets: Three data sets are employed in the experi-
ment. The first two are TUD-Stadtmitte and ETHMS, the same
as those used in the last part of the previous section. The third
one is named ParkingLot. The reason of the usage of this data
sets is that it is employed in [9] and [66], which handle the
problem of multiple pedestrian tracking by the employment
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Fig. 6. Qualitative results of the proposed approach on the TUD-Stadtmitte, ETHMS (subset 1), ETHMS (subset 2) data sets (from top to bottom).

of Deformable Part Model. Thus the adoption of this data
set directly compares the proposed method with the other
two [9], [66].

2) Results: In this section, the results are presented in two
parts. In the first part, we show the comparison between
(DPM)2 and DPMM-SP for the task of multiple pedestrian
tracking on the data sets of TUD-Stadtmitte and ETHMS.
In the second part, the comparison between the performance of
the proposed (DPM)2 and some other state-of-the-art methods
for multi-pedestrian tracking is presented.

Part 1 – Comparison Between DPMM-SP and (DPM)2.
As shown in Table V, (DPM)2 outperforms DPMM-SP on the
data sets of TUD-Stadtmitte and ETHMS. More specifically,
on TUD-Stadtmitte the values of MT and ML remain the
same while the values of FM and IDS decrease by 43.8%
and 15.4%. The improvement of performance is supposed to
result from the DPM representation in (DPM)2 as these two
methods differ only from the representation of pedestrians.
The similar observation can be obtained when we compare
the results of (DPM)2 and DPMM-SP on ETHMS. The model
based on deformable part model is more suitable for the task of
tracking pedestrians, as it can model the intrinsic configuration
of the articulated human body.

Part 2 – Comparison Between (DPM)2 and Other
Pedestrian Trackers. Table VI shows the comparison between
the proposed method (DPM)2 and the other two state-of-the-
art methods, which are termed as (MP)2 [66] and PMT [9].
The results reveal that, 1) (DPM)2 outperforms the PMT
method [9] and 2) except the value of DP, DPM does not
outperform the (MP)2, but the values could still be comparable.

TABLE V

Multi-Pedestrian Tracking Results COMPARED BETWEEN DPMM-SP
AND (DPM)2 IN TERMS OF MT, ML, FM AND IDS VALUES.

THE BEST RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN BOLD

TABLE VI

MUlti-Pedestrian Tracking Results ON THE Parking Lot DATA SET,
COMPARED WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS IN TERMS

OF MOTA, MOTP, MODA AND MODP VALUES. THE

BEST RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN BOLD

The comparison above suggests that, (1) treating multi-
object tracking as automatic topic discovery presents an
advancement over using specific SVM classifiers for individual
objects, which is adopted in PMT [9] and (2) integrating
motion or occlusion models such as in [66] lead to significant
improvements over appearance-only models. The integration
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of such models is likely to lead to improvements of the
proposed automatic topic discovery framework.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has introduced a topic model for the multi-
object tracking problem. Thanks to the Dirichlet Process Mix-
ture Model, tracking management is addressed by dynamical
clustering. Along with the introduced cannot-link constraints,
the exclusivity constraints are handled naturally. The dynamics
of object appearance variation are modeled by segmenting the
video into temporal epochs. Two different types of visual rep-
resentations have been implemented and used in the dynamic
clustering procedure to track rigid and non-rigid objects.
Experiments on public data sets have shown the advantages of
applying a topic discovery method over other data association
methods and sequential solutions.
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